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The grudges between the two of them would never be resolved unless one of them died. However, even throwing a box on the

ground invited death, so there was no way Jack could do anything.

Jack steadily walked over to the seven stages. At every stage, there were countless boxes, and each of the boxes had the

necessary points written down.

Jack merely glanced at the boxes on the first and second stages before he looked to the top.

There were countless boxes on the top, and most of them were worth above sixty points.

The boxes on the seventh stage needed at least sixty points. Just that alone stopped most of the warriors there. They could only

look at the wooden boxes on the seventh stage but never touch them.

Lourain did not even bother looking. He had his eyes only on the wooden boxes on the first stage. Most of the boxes there

merely needed single-digit points. Lourain had only managed to accumulate six points, so he did not have many options.

"Make your choices here. I'll go up and have a look," Jack said.

Lourain nodded.

Jack slowly walked higher up the stage. Before entering the Attribute Trap Formation, Jack had accumulated sixty-two points.

The moment he broke through the formation, Jack's points changed again.

Jack had been the main force behind breaking the formation.

His ideas were what ended up getting everyone to start working together to break the formation. In the end, he was awarded

fifteen points, and he had a total of seventy points on his token. With so many points, it meant that he was spoiled for choice.

From the first to sixth stage, Jack had his pick of anything there. Even on the seventh stage, he had the luxury of choice.

There were very few wooden boxes that Jack could not exchange for because of a minor lack of points.

Standing on the seventh stage, Jack started to look at the wooden boxes. However, other than the color, there was nothing

different about the wooden boxes at all. Even by sending out his senses, he could not see what was inside those boxes. It really

was all down to luck.

Jack let out a wry smile. The Radiant Hall really was a mysterious place. It was hard to say that it was not favored by those who

were strong.

Back in the training grounds, those with skill had the biggest advantage. Yet, at this place, the advantage was not that great.

That man who had been punished earlier managed to get quite a lot of points. It was obvious that he was quite strong. Yet, he

ended up with such a fate.

Lourain frowned. He had an incredibly conflicted look on his face.

The other participants next to him were the same. Quite a few of them were so conflicted their faces looked twisted.

Lourain shut his eyes and clenched his teeth tightly. In the end, he reached out and randomly picked one. He decided to just rely

on his luck. In the end, there was no way to see anything after all. It was all down to luck, so there was no reason to be conflicted

about anything.

Alright, it's all down to this now! Heavens, please bless me!

Right after he said that, he reached out and quickly opened a wooden box. The lid opened up, and a purple pill appeared in front

of everyone.

The fat man had appeared next to Lourain at some point.

When he saw the pill, his mouth stiffened, "A Purple Energy Pill..."

Lourain's expression suddenly stiffened as he looked at the Purple Energy Pill and was a bit stunned.

"I think the Purple Energy Pill is worth about twenty-five million in the outside world. It's already pretty good..." Someone smiled

and said.
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